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Abstract. Raman microspectroscopy was used to examine the biochemical composition and molecular structure of extracellular matrix in spongy and subchondral bone collected from patients with clinical and radiological evidence of idiopathic osteoarthritis of the hip and from patients who underwent a femoral neck fracture, as a result of trauma, without previous clinical and radiological evidence of osteoarthritis. The objectives of the study were to determine the levels of mineralization, carbonate accumulation and collagen quality in bone tissue. The subchondral bone from osteoarthritis patients in comparison with control subject is less mineralized due to a decrease in the hydroxyapatite concentration. However, the extent of carbonate accumulation in the apatite crystal lattice increases, most likely due to deficient mineralization. The alpha helix to random coil area ratio reveals that collagen matrix in subchondral bone is more ordered in osteoarthritis disease. The hydroxyapatite to collagen, carbonate apatite to hydroxypatite and alpha helix to random coil band area ratios are not significantly changed in the differently loaded sites of femoral head. The significant differences also are not visible in mineral and organic constituents’ content in spongy bone beneath the subchondral bone in osteoarthritis disease. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.1.017007]
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1 Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic, slowly progressive, degenerative joint disease, leading to pain and disability. OA is characterized by the degeneration of the articular cartilage and changes in the structure of calcified cartilage and underlying subchondral bone.1–4 OA is classified as either primary or secondary. Primary OA occurs without an obvious cause or because of the accumulation of mechanical damage. Secondary OA occurs as a response to trauma, previous injury, obesity or metabolic disease.5,6 In humans, the pathogenesis of OA is exceedingly complex, involving genetic and environmental factors as well as local biomechanical factors. More recent studies have shown that OA affects not only the articular cartilage, but the whole joint, also synovium, synovial fluid, calcified cartilage and subchondral bone.5,7–9 Some hypotheses about the initiation of OA have been proposed in the past years. One of them considers that bone may be the primary organ triggering OA, and the stiffening of the subchondral bone leads to a decrease in shock absorbency with cartilage damage due to overloading.10,11 However, previous studies have not confirmed any hypothesis concerning the etiology of OA, and it is still unknown what causes the subchondral bone changes. The role of bone in OA has been examined and indication of OA is thickening and decreased mineralization of the subchondral bone plate and extensive remodeling reaction in the subchondral and spongy bone regions.12–17 These studies support the idea that OA is a disease that affects the entire joint including the bone tissue.

The hip joint is a complex biological system comprised of hyaline articular cartilage, calcified cartilage, synovial fluid and synovial membrane. Articular cartilage is non-mineralized in the surface layers but contains a layer of mineralized tissue adjacent to subchondral bone that is built with cortical bone.18–20 The bone that directly lies under subchondral bone is spongy bone, also known as trabecular or cancellous bone. The bone is a unique type of connective tissue composed of certain types of cells, such as osteoblasts, osteocytes, osteoclasts, and extracellular matrix, which consists of an organic matrix and mineral components (hydroxyapatite and carbonate apatite crystals).21,22 The organic matrix is made in 90% by type I collagen fibers.23 The collagen secondary structure is referred to an alpha helix (α-helix) and beta sheet (β-sheet). Alpha helix is a basic structure of organic matrix in bone tissue. The collagen that is neither alpha helix nor beta sheet has been referred to as a random coil. This disordered structure does not conform to any frequently recurring pattern.24–26

In the earlier studies, spectroscopic methods including infrared and Raman spectroscopy have been used to study cartilage and bone tissue.27–34 The published results have shown high
potential in distinguishing normal and abnormal characteristics of the sample. The use of vibrational spectroscopies in biological investigation offers several advantages. First, these physical techniques give information about the structure and composition of studied material at the molecular level. Second, spectroscopic data are obtained in a noninvasive manner or minimally invasive method, so the same sample can be examined by various analytical methods. Third, there is no limit to the size, allowing a study of a large area of a sample. Properties of Raman spectroscopy (micro-Raman spectroscopy) method that make it more attractive than infrared spectroscopy method for direct analysis of biological tissues, include high spatial resolution (0.5 to 1 μm) and limited spectral interference from water. The visible or near-infrared optics that are used by Raman instruments are compatible with fiberoptic probes used in clinical instruments such as arthoscopes. In this way, Raman spectroscopy could be used directly in arthroscopic surgery. Esmonde-White et al. showed the use of Raman spectroscopy for arthroscopy of human joint tissues using a custom-built fiberoptic probe. Raman and infrared spectroscopy methods are especially useful to distinguish normal and pathological tissue and understand disease progression. In particular, Raman and infrared spectroscopy methods can provide detailed chemical information on the mineral and collagen matrix components of bone tissue. Recently, the capabilities of these techniques have been used to examine synovial fluid, articular cartilage, subchondral bone and spongy bone from the animals and humans with OA. Although osteoarthritic subchondral and spongy bone were often investigated, very little is known about the composition and structure of this mineralized tissue beneath the articular cartilage.

Examination of compositional and structural properties of spongy and subchondral bone and better understanding the role of bone in disease progression is very important in analyzing the etiology of OA and assessing treatment in patients. The difficulties in clinical diagnosis of OA are essentially due to the complexity of this disease. Most cases of OA are unfortunately only identified in the advanced stages. Identification of OA in its early stages is critical to disease management. Raman spectroscopy may help with early diagnosis of OA by providing insight into the composition and structure of joint degeneration. The goal of this work was to examine the chemical composition and molecular structure of extracellular matrix in spongy and subchondral bone from the femur heads of patients with OA of the hip joint using the Raman spectroscopy method. The material properties of spongy and subchondral bone from patients with OA were compared with a control group. In particular, the objectives of the study were to determine the levels of mineralization (hydroxyapatite/collagen ratio), carbonate accumulation (carbonate apatite/hydroxyapatite ratio) and collagen quality (alpha helix/random coil ratio). The hydroxyapatite to collagen band area ratio provides an indication of bone mineralization and the carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite band area ratio was used to describe the degree of carbonate substitution in the apatite crystal lattice. The collagen quality parameter indicate the alpha helix content in collagen’s secondary structure and the degree of distortion of collagen crosslinks in bone matrix.

2 Materials and Methods

In this study, Raman spectroscopy was used to estimate the biochemical composition and structure of spongy and subchondral bone of femoral heads collected from 10 patients with clinical and radiological evidence of idiopathic OA of the hip and from 10 patients who underwent a femoral neck fracture, as a result of trauma, without previous clinical and radiological evidence of OA. These fractures were not related to any metabolic bone disease. The group of patients without bone disease were defined as the control group. Dooley et al. reported that the external stress occurs at sites of bone distant from fractures. In this study, the samples were selected from sites of femoral head, where the external stress connected with bone fracture do not influence spectral parameters of Raman bands. The study population consisted of OA group of seven women and three men between 49 and 88 years of age and control group of five women and five men between 50 and 77 years of age. The average age for OA and control patients was 71.9 and 63, respectively. The treatment of choice in the above mentioned patients was hip replacement surgery (total hip arthroplasty). The cross-sections of 5 mm in thickness were obtained from heads of femurs. In this way, subchondral and underlying spongy bone were analyzed without removal of cartilage. The samples were cut from three defined sites of these cross-sections in each femur head. These three sites were subjected to different loads in vivo: from the central site of femoral head to analyze spongy bone, from superolateral and inferomedial sites of femoral head to analyze subchondral bone and underlying spongy bone (Fig. 1). The superolateral and inferomedial regions are the most and the least weight-bearing surface of femoral head, respectively (Fig. 1, adapted from Batra and Charnley). Clinical assessment of OA was made from a combination of x-ray and patient history for OA symptoms. In this work, overall severity of OA was graded using Kellgren and Lawrence grading scale (the grading system of x-ray features) defined as follows: 0 = normal, no OA, 1 = doubtful OA, 2 = minimal OA, 3 = moderate OA, and 4 = severe OA. Patients with Kellgren and Lawrence grades 0–1 were considered negative for radiological evidence of OA. Patients with Kellgren and
Lawrence grades 2 to 4 were considered positive for radiological evidence of OA. Figure 2 displays x-ray images of two hip joints with different Kellgren and Lawrence grades: grade 1—the hip joint on the left; grade 3—the hip joint on the right. The average Kellgren and Lawrence value for OA and control patients were 3.3 and 0.4, respectively. The study has received the approval of the local Bioethical Commission at the Poznan University of Medical Sciences (No 843/09 from 8 October 2009).

All the measurements were carried out on inVia Renishaw micro-Raman system with diode-pumped laser, emitting 785 nm near-infrared wavelength. The Raman scattering spectra of bone tissue were recorded in the back scattering geometry in non-confocal mode in the spectral range of 200 to 3200 cm\(^{-1}\). The laser beam was tightly focused on the sample surface through a Leica 50× LWD microscope objective (LWD—long working distance) with numerical aperture (NA) equal to 0.5 leading to a laser beam diameter about 2 μm. During measurements, to prevent any damages of the sample, an excitation power was fixed at 5 mW. The position of the microscope objective with respect to the bone tissue was piezoelectrically controlled in the three axes during surface mapping. The Raman images of surface of subchondral and spongy bone were acquired in rectangular areas of 50 × 50 μm\(^2\) and at 10 μm step size. Seven Raman maps were measured in each defined site (the central site of femur head to analyze spongy bone, superolateral and inferomedial sites of femur head to analyze subchondral bone and underlying spongy bone). Single spectrum was obtained as the sum of spectra in each map, then this single spectrum was analyzed. In this way, seven single spectrum of each defined site allowed us to obtain average value of compositional and structural parameters of each femur head. The time of exposure to get individual Raman spectra was 10 s, the spectra were recorded without accumulation. The incident light was linearly polarized and Raman scattered light was detected without polarizing optics. The samples were measured in room temperature. Raman bands were fitted to Lorentzian/Gaussian peaks. Cosmic ray artifacts were removed and band spectral parameters were obtained by deconvolution in the WIRE 3.1 (Renishaw) software. The deconvolution was used in each interesting region of spectrum of bone tissue.

Assumption of groups normality distribution origin were tested by Lilliefors normality test (P-values > 0.05) and were followed by variance homogeneity Bartlett tests (P-values > 0.05). To determine whether the differently loaded sites of femoral head and osteoarthritis have an effect on spongy and subchondral bone composition and structure, we have conducted 2-way ANOVA. No significance of factors and interaction were found in spongy bone, in contrast to subchondral bone. Thus, post-hoc Tukey’s HSD procedure was applied to subchondral bone compositional and structural parameters with 95% family-wise confidence level. All statistical analyses were performed using R statistical computing and graphics environment.

### 3 Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a typical Raman spectrum of bone tissue. The major bands in Raman spectra of bone tissue corresponding to mineral and organic phases are labeled. The bands assigned to organic components (collagen and non-collagen moieties) are found in region: ∼1200 to 1320 cm\(^{-1}\) (amide III), ∼1595 to 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) (amide I), ∼1400 to 1470 cm\(^{-1}\) and ∼2800 to 3100 cm\(^{-1}\) (bending and stretching modes of C-H groups). The phosphate group (PO\(_4^{3-}\)) associated with mineral components has four internal vibration modes: \(\nu_1 (\sim 960\text{ to } 961\text{ cm}^{-1}), \nu_2 (\sim 430\text{ to } 450\text{ cm}^{-1}), \nu_3 (\sim 1035\text{ to } 1048\text{ cm}^{-1})\) and \(\sim 1070\text{ to } 1075\text{ cm}^{-1}\). The internal modes of the carbonate group (CO\(_3^{2-}\)) are detected at 1073 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\nu_4\) mode of B-type carbonate) and 1103 cm\(^{-1}\) (mode of A-type carbonate). However, the weakness of the A-type carbonate band does not permit getting information about the composition of bone tissue; thus, only B-type mode is used. The Raman signal depends not only on the composition but also on the local orientation of collagen fibers or apatite crystals. However, multiple scattering in turbid bone tissue cause light depolarization. The use of the smallest depth of field allows minimization of depolarization effects. In this work, Raman spectra of bone tissue were recorded in non-confocal mode; therefore, bands in Raman spectrum of bone tissue were not sensitive to orientation effect.

Area integrations were performed to determine hydroxyapatite to collagen ratios (phosphate 960 cm\(^{-1}\)/amide III 1244 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1268 cm\(^{-1}\)), carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite

![Fig. 2 X-ray image of two hip joints. Kellgren and Lawrence grades: grade 1—the hip joint on the left, grade 3—the hip joint on the right.](image)

![Fig. 3 Typical Raman spectrum of bone tissue showing the major bands and the corresponding compounds. Background signal has been removed.](image)
mineralization in trabeculae, as seen in Fig. 4(b), is not significant in the most weight-bearing surface, the least weight-bearing in the underlying spongy bone (group). There are no significant differences in the content of estimate the chemical composition and structure of bone tissue spongy and subchondral bone. The proposed parameters to relation of the mineral and organic components content in the spong and subchondral bone. The proposed parameters to estimate the chemical composition and structure of bone tissue were used in previous Raman investigations. The Raman spectra were measured in subchondral and spongy bone of femoral heads collected from two groups: OA patients group and control group. The analysis of Raman spectra of bone tissue determines the degree of bone mineralization, the carbonate accumulation in the apatite crystal lattice, and distortion of collagen cross-links in bone matrix. Figure 4(a) presents the content of hydroxyapatite crystals with respect to that of collagen (the hydroxyapatite to collagen band area ratio) in subchondral bone from the most and the least weight-bearing surface of femoral heads. Raman spectroscopy results showing that subchondral bone from the hip joints of patients with OA is less mineralized. The band area ratio of the hydroxyapatite to collagen in subchondral bone from the hip joints of OA patients and control group are significantly different (P < 0.0001). We believe that demineralization of subchondral bone is a result of greater remodeling of OA bone tissue. The level of mineralization in the subchondral bone from the most weight-bearing surface of femoral head is slightly lower compared with the level of mineralization from the least weight-bearing surface for patients with OA and the control group; however, this difference is not statistically significant (P = 0.7378 for OA patients and P = 0.7413 for control group). There are no significant differences in the content of hydroxyapatite crystals between OA patients and control subject in the underlying spongy bone (P = 0.5970). The difference in mineralization in trabeculae, as seen in Fig. 4(b), is not significant in the most weight-bearing surface, the least weight-bearing surface and central site of femoral head (P = 0.9346). Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite band area ratio data for OA patients and control subject from subchondral and spongy bone, respectively. The carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite band area ratio is a spectroscopic parameter that indicates carbonate ion substitution into the apatite mineral. The extent of carbonate accumulation in the apatite crystal lattice is significantly higher (P < 0.0001) in the subchondral bone from OA patients than from control group [Fig. 5(a)]. It is possible that the increased carbonate substitution occurred in response to deficient mineralization. Differences in the band area ratio of carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite in the subchondral bone between the most and the least weight-bearing surface of femoral heads are not significant for OA patients (P = 0.7037) and control group (P = 0.9554). As seen in Fig. 5(b), no significant differences (P = 0.1069) are observed in carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite band area ratio in the spongy bone tissue from the layer close to the subchondral bone and from the central site of femoral head between OA patients and control group. There are also no significant differences in the carbonate content in the most weight-bearing surface, the least weight-bearing surface and central site of femoral head in spongy bone (P = 0.9153).

The collagen quality parameter used in Raman spectroscopy indicates the collagen’s secondary structure and the degree of distortion of collagen crosslinks in bone matrix. This parameter could be obtained by deconvolution of amide I or amide III envelopes. In this work, the amide III band was only used to assess the ordered secondary structure such as alpha helix and disordered secondary structure such as random coil. Two maxima of the bands were observed within the amide III envelope. The band maximum at 1244 cm$^{-1}$ was assigned to random coil conformation and the band maximum at 1268 cm$^{-1}$ was assigned to alpha helix conformation. The ratio of the 1268 cm$^{-1}$/1244 cm$^{-1}$ band areas has been used in Raman studies to assess collagen quality. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the alpha helix to random coil content for OA patients and control subject from subchondral and spongy bone, respectively. The values of the alpha helix to random coil band area ratio are significantly different (P < 0.0001) in subchondral bone from the hip joints of OA patients and control group and reveal that collagen matrix is less ordered in the

![Fig. 4](image-url) The ratio of hydroxyapatite to collagen band area in subchondral bone (a) and spongy bone (b) of femoral heads for OA patients and control group.
subchondral bone of OA patients. The degree of alpha helical structure to disordered structure transition increase with OA disease progression. Raman spectra of subchondral bone showed slight increase in the relative abundance of disordered collagen’s secondary structure in the most weight-bearing surface of femoral head for OA patients and control group, although the difference was not significant ($P = 0.2887$ for OA patients and $P = 0.9409$ for control group). As seen in Fig. 6(b), no significant differences ($P = 0.4807$) are observed in the alpha helix to random coil band area ratio in the spongy bone tissue from the layer close to the subchondral bone and from the central site of femoral head between the OA patients and control group. Scores from the most weight-bearing surface, the least weight-bearing surface and central site of femoral head in spongy bone also are not significantly different ($P = 0.4064$).

Results from Raman spectroscopy indicate that Raman parameters can distinguish OA bone tissue from normal bone tissue. We verify that the content of organic and mineral components significantly changes in subchondral bone in human OA. The subchondral bone from OA patients in comparison with control subject is less mineralized, due to a decrease in the hydroxyapatite content. However, the extent of carbonate accumulation in the apatite crystal lattice increases, most likely due to deficient mineralization. The alpha helix to random coil band area ratio reveals that collagen matrix in subchondral bone is less ordered in OA disease. We observe that hydroxyapatite to collagen, carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite and alpha helix to random coil band area ratios are not significantly changed in the differently loaded sites of femoral head. These results show that increased load may not cause the changes in composition and structure of subchondral bone. We confirm that content of mineral and organic components are not significantly different in spongy bone beneath the subchondral bone in OA disease.

4 Conclusion
Raman microspectroscopy was used to identify the biochemical changes in subchondral and underlying spongy bone of femoral heads collected from patients diagnosed with degenerative disease of the hip joint. We demonstrated that this spectroscopic method provides detailed chemical information on the extracellular matrix components of bone tissue and allows us to determine the disorder in collagen’s secondary structure. Parameters such as hydroxyapatite to collagen ratio, carbonate apatite to hydroxyapatite ratio and alpha helix to random coil ratio
indicate alterations in composition and structure in subchon-
dral bone of OA patients. On the other hand, significant changes
are not visible in composition and structure of spongy bone
beneath the subchondral bone in OA disease. Compositional
and structural parameters also are not significantly changed
in the differently loaded sites of femoral head. The published
results show high potential in distinguishing normal and OA tis-
sue and demonstrate the utility and sensitivity of the Raman
microscopy of human joint tissues using a custom-built fiber-optic
probe. The ability to utilize Raman spectroscopy to obtain
results show high potential in distinguishing normal and OA tis-
sue and demonstrate the utility and sensitivity of the Raman
microscopy of human joint tissues using a custom-built fiber-optic
probe. The ability to utilize Raman spectroscopy to obtain
properties of OA bone through arthroscopes make this an
exceedingly powerful technique.
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